Chakras on your Body

About me and why I write the “Little Work Booklet”.
This book is written by me with all the wisdom I have (research,
Studies) and intuitive, inspirational (deep meditation), and Automatic
Writing.
I did not write this (or any of my other publications) to teach you
English or English Gramma. Doing my best to pass on my wisdom, I am
asking you to read with your Open mind and your heart. Born in Germany I
do my best to respect your language by getting better every day.
I learned about Reiki when I had two bad accidents. Both Knees where
pretty much “out of the game”. Till that moment I never ever heard about
Reiki, as far I remember. My medical stuff put me five times in hospitals.
Every time in a better one. And every time I got sick in couple of hours, so
they had to send me home because they could not operate on me.
My Higher Spirit had different plans for me, did now better. The last
time I was put in a University Clinic in Homburg and in less then five hours
my skin looked like I had YELLOW FIVER. And this time I was send home
again.
Now, being home again, and in incredible strong pain, I was raising
my head to the sky and said aloud (my Mother thought I am nuts (. WHY,
WHY, WHY. DO SOMETHING I NEED HELP. Next morning, when I open
my front door, somehow a Newspaper ended up there. Fun part, I don’t buy
News Papers at all. I opened the paper and BOOM there was an article
about a young woman who uses some kind of Energy to help people. And
that she worked with a Doctor together. The article also said that she was
booked out for months. Well, I thought all of this is more than strange. So I
called her up and I got an appointment the next day.
Walking in to her office, I saw 4 people sitting in there. The waiting
room was so small that you automatically could hear their conversation.
Upsss. I learned to understand that was two doctors with their patients.
The door opens up and this young Lady came out. And my first impression:
REALLY, how this young girl will help me? Waist of moenyyyy.
She saw me and ask me to come in. I walked into this room with me
first impression of BLAAAAAAAA. WIth me pain and negative impression, I
sit down. And she starts telling me about Reiki. And all I heard was

BLLLAAA BLAAA BLLAAA…. Than she looked at me and said: YOU
DON’T BELIEVE A WORD I AM SAYING.
“COMEEEE ONEEEEEE. REALLYYYY… Energy from Mother Earth, and
who the heck is Mother Earth”?
She asks me to take her hands…and boyyyy, right here I felt the first
time REALL ReiKi Energy. And to this day never felt this kind of energy
again. You could hardly hold her hands in yours. Does hands was so hotttt,
that it felt like you are holding a hot iron in your hands.
Story short, she shows me some things she could do only with energy,
WITHOUT touching me… needless to say I started my training the same
weekend. She was a ReiKi Grand Master. It was just an amazing time of
energy and learning.
I have couple of training in Person and Online. If I train reiki Students
their Certificate looks strange because the will belong to more than one
ReiKi line. Different training and energy is important to grow, self-grow. And
me personally I LOVE to learn. Today I am a reiki Master/Teacher Level VI.
This was my little story how I found to ReiKi. And I promise you, that
everyone has his/her own little story to tell. Oh, I forgot in case you are
interested in my knees. I NEVER EVER had an operation down! Doctors
could not believe that I wore High heels and did martial Arts. Yes,
sometimes I have pain, sometimes I am in a perfect shape. I AM IN
CONTROL OF MY LIVE and BODY ☺

Charkas are Non-physical energy wheel, in and around our body.
Typical practitioner work with the seven main. It is said that we have over
88.000 Chakras and more. Personally, I like to work with 13 Chakras. Here
in this little book we will focus on the best know Chakras:
Root Chakra, Sacral Chakra, Solar Chakra, Heart Chakra, Throat
Chakra, the 3th Eye Chakra and the Crown Chakra.
Your Self Reflection work on your Chakras began in the moment you
downloaded this book. Your Sprit, your mind is more than ready to fix the
situation you have. To have a perfect Health or to change to the better in
many ways, it is time for you to learn and understand the power of words
and who you should use them.
Why are word important when you like to work with your Chakras?
Because you will do Affirmations and it is very important to know how to
use them and what word you should avoid.
I will ask you now, to prepare yourself to read with your open heart.
Therefore, focus on your Heart Chakra.
• You can activate, harmonize your Heart Chakra by wearing a Green
Shirt. A vibrant color, please. Some green show life and harmony
other greens feel dead.
• Or you can print a paper out in the color green and the best on that is,
that you can choose the Green color ion your PC. Then you put this
Green Paper on your skin (if not allergic against the printing color).
• Or you have a picture of the Heart Chakra in front of you, so that your
eyes (even when you read this book) can see the picture
• Or you can paint a little circle on your heart Chakra.
• And if you are strong with your imagination, just focus on your Heart
Chakra and Green

If you are new in the world of Chakras and read only with the
understanding of your brain, you could have a difficult time to let all of the
energetical meaning into your Body, Soul and Mind. Therefore, I ask you to
open your heart, which is created out of Love and in Love.
The next words you will read now, I only use once in this book. Now.
Learn to understand the power of words so you can have a better,
healthier, and more effective live. From here on and in your own Self
Reflation Basic treatment/training you will avoid does word. Even better,
FORGET THEM completely.

SORRY
Did you know that the word SORRY was not used (as old ancient
writing show) before 1840’s? SORRY is a power word to be in control of
others. Not the person you is using the word SORRY Is in the control
position, it’s the person we say it to.
SORRY is a power word to almost make our self-feel guilty for
something we said or did. And on the end, what every we say, what every
we do is in that moment we do it, Perfect and needed for our own life path:
to Grow. So how should we be sorry for something, which/what we need to
become better with every life task in our life’s?

NO / NOT / DON’T
Your subconscious cares less when you use does words. Its like when
you tell a child, DO NOT TOUCH THE OVEN. THE OVEN IS HOT. DO
NOT TOUCH. What is the child doing soon you turn your back away?
Right, it will touch the oven. Why? Two reasons. First, all the subconscious
mind hears when you say DON’T, NOT is… TOUCH THE OVEN…
Second. Your told the child your Truth. Until the moment the child touches
the oven, the fact it is hot and hurt is ONLY your truth. IN the moment the
child touches it, SHE KNOWS now. And it became HER TRUTH.

WILL BE / WILL HAVE /
Taking in to the Future is less effective. Your subconscious mind need
a goal. A real goal. Saying I WILL BE HEALTHIER is not a goal. Does are
juts words. Words with less intense meaning. You should say: WITH
EVERY DAY I AM MORE and MORE HEALTHIER. And see, even here I
watch what kind of words I use. I say I AM (as it is a fact as right now),
instate of I BECOME. Which is not a fact, just waste of time.
Affirmations are very powerful because the energy is based on
positive suggestions. Why they are less effective for some? Because of the
wording and the time frame.

Your Chakras are out of balance, are blocked or over active not just
from yesterday. It took a little time and negative effort to “hurt” them.
Working and regulating your Chakras takes a little effort and should be
done wisely.
Work one each Chakra alone. When you feel that the Chakra is
running ok again, move on to the next.
And we always begin with the Root Chakra. Your Root Chakra is the
“Second” connection to mother earth. Like I said, I work with 13 Chakras.
There is a Chakra below your feet which is truly connecting you deep
rooted to mother Earth. Still, here for easier understanding we work the 7
Basic.
All other Chakras are based on the Root Chakra. Your root Chakra
send energy to all other Charkas. You understand already how important it
is to work and get this Chakra back on track. Just imaging your Root
Chakra as the basement of your house. If your Basement is under water, or
the walls has big cracks in them, you know your house is in danger. So,
before your will fix the wet walls in your living room, you have to get the
drain the basement, repair the walls and keep the basement dry. NOW you
can fix the living room. And the same we do with your body.
Your Heart Chakra is on other important Chakra (all Chakras are
important). Your Heart Chakra connect the existence of Erath and Higher

Spirit. Connect the lower Chakras which have the Earth vibration with the
Higher Chakras which have a Higher Divine vibration.
When you start working with our Chakras and start using Affirmations,
please use them at least 45 times at a repetition, every day, for at least 7
days. (if your situation need the immediately work on more than one
Charka, than do the same to the other Chakra). If you are just working with
your Chakra on a Daily base to keep them happy and healthy, do one
Chakra a day. Every ReiKi Teacher or Master will tell you different thing. I
like to advise you to LISTEN to your inner voice.

What happen when your Chakra or Chakras spin wrong?
If your Chakra is blocked, under or Over active it could be because of
physical or emotional situations. Including disEASE in your Body. If your
Chakra spin correctly, energy flows though you easily and with high effort
to keep you healthy. (Clockwise)

Your Root Chakra is located n
the Base of your spin. The
Element of your root Chakra is
EARTH. It is very healing and
helpful for you to take your
shoes of and walk barefoot.
Having massages on your feet
to active the flow of the energy.
Planet Mars is the ruler of the
Moon sign Aries and coverers
the Root Chakra. This Chakra
represents the connecting to
Mother Earth, Purity, Pure joy
like a child, Safety, Security,
Sexual needs, Feelings, Basic
Survival, Family and basic
physical needs.
The Root Chakra has one big Spiritual Life Lesson for you. To learn to
understand what you need in this life or not. Material things are not always
what keeps us happy and a live.
With your Pendulum you can find out if your Chakra turns in the right
direction and how strong the movement is.
In your Root Chakra are information stored from this life and from others.
Information’s which are connected to your familial beliefs, your instincts,
your physical touches and physical emotions like pain or pleasure. Loyalty
is another important part of your Root Chakra.
Healing Stones like Black Tourmaline can help you to keep the Root
Chakra in Balance. There are more stones… for this book we name only
one.
RELFECTION:
Ask yourself questions like…. To feel if your Root Chakra is out of Balance.
• Do I feel secured enough?
• AM I aggressive?

• Are my sexual needs healthy for more? (its not about “normal”
because no one is a NORM)
• AM I in peace with myself?
• AM I in peace with my shrouding?
• AM I connected with the Earth?
• Do I respect the environment, keep it clean?
Now FUN
TIME.
Paint your
Root
Chakra in
Red. A
nice
vibrational
Red.

Affirmation: I AM taking responsibility of my Body, Mind and Soul. I and
Mother Earth Is more and more important to me.

Your Sacral
Chakra is
located 3
centimeters
above your
Root Chakra,
between the
coccyx and the
sacrum. Easier
to find when
you look for 2
inches or so
UNDER your
navel. The
Element which is connected to the Sacral Chakra is Water. The Planet
which coverers the Sacral Chakra is Mercury. Planet Mercury is the ruler of
the Moon sign Gemini and Virgo. So, we can consider the energy of does
two Moon signs in you Chakra.
The purposes of the Sacral Chakra is our emotional connection with our
self, others and our world we live in.
Your Spiritual Lessons to learn from your Sacral Chakra is to be creative in
Life. You also should learn to honor relationships and learn to LET GO if
something should move on. Sometimes we are just blind to SEE that things
we surround ourselves, including people, animals, life situations, are less
beneficial for us. Letting go is the best you can do to create a empty space,
so the Multiverse and all of your Spirit Guides can fill this whole with
someone new, beneficial and Beautiful.
Your Sacral Chakra is the center of pleasure, your emotions, creativity and
sensuality.
The Healing Stone Orange tourmaline is very supporting for your Sacral
Chakra. There are more stones… for this book we name only one.
RELFECTION:
Ask yourself questions like…. To feel if your Sacral Chakra is out of
Balance.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Do I blame myself or others for thing all the time?
Do I have a lot of lower Back problems?
AM I to much focused on Money?
DO I have enough money?
Is my libido satisfying for me?
Do I have to be in control all the time?
Now FUN
TIME.
Paint your
Sacral
Chakra in
Orange. A
nice
vibrational
Orange.

Affirmation: I AM taking responsibility of my Body, Mind and Soul. I am
worthy of Love, sexual pleasure and that life unfolds itself in my.

Your Solar Chakra is the
area where we define our
Self-Esteem and connected
to see Sun. Our selfesteem is at best, when we
are satisfied with what we
need in Life. (Need and
Want is different). Our Self
esteem is balanced when
we ARE in BALNCE, when
we have a healthy morality,
when we are generous to
ourselves and to others.
Your Solar Chakra is
located at your solar or
gastric plexus, behind your stomach area. It is the center of your personal
power, mental activity, self-esteem, and your willpower. Your mental
understanding and emotional life is focuses right here.
Your Spiritual lesson to learn is to accept your place in the life stream. Are
you happy with where you at as right now? Or is there another place where
you see yourself fulfilled and happy? It is important to recognize where you
are and where you want to be before your Heart Chakra latter on connect
both vibrational worlds.
The ruler of this Chakra is Jupiter, which is in connection with the energy of
Sagittarius. Our financial wealth is convened by your Solar Chakra. Your
Solar Chakra is responsible for your well being in the material world and
the spiritual world.
Your Healing stone for your Solar Chakra could be a Golden Topaz. There
are more stones… for this book we name only one.
RELFECTION:
Ask yourself questions like…. To feel if your Solar Chakra is out of
Balance.
• Do I fear rejection?
• Do I have intestinal tumors?

• Do I suffer from Arthritis or Rheumatism?
• Do I have problems in my Liver, Gallbladder, Spleen, Kidney?
Now FUN
TIME.
Paint your
Solar
Chakra in
Orange. A
nice
vibrational
Yellow.

Affirmation: I AM taking responsibility of my Body, Mind and Soul. I am in
charge of my life.

Your Heart Chakra is the
center of healing. Every
healing begins with SELF
LOVE. Maybe you know the
saying LOVE HEALS ALL.
Your Heart Chakra is the
center where the true power
lies to make decisions
beyond our Karmic situation.
Your Heart Chakra is the
center for pure Love,
Compassion, Understanding,
Self-confidence.
Your Heart Chakra is
represented my Earth,
Water, Air and Fire. It
connects the World below us and the world above us. Connecting the lower
energy and the higher vibration.
The ruling planet of your Heart Chakra is Venus. And Venus rules of the
Moon sign Taurus and Libra.
What you think you love, is it really what you love or what you want to love?
Do you love yourself or more likely not, and still, accept others to love you
unconditional?
Your Healing stone for your Heart Chakra could be a Rose Quartz. There
are more stones… for this book we name only one.
RELFECTION:
Ask yourself questions like…. To feel if your Heart Chakra is out of
Balance.
• Where is the focus of my love?
• AM I a jealous person or do I LOVE seeing others happy, successful?
• What feelings rule me most?

Now FUN
TIME.
Paint your
Heart
Chakra in
Orange. A
nice
vibrational
Green.

Affirmation: I AM taking responsibility of my Body, Mind and Soul. I Love
myself for whom I am and the potential within me.

Your Throat Chakra is
located at the Throat
area. When our Throat
Chakra works right, we
will feel as a part of the
WHOLE life experience.
We speak in our truth in
Love and out of Love.
Our voice will be heard.
Your Throat Chaka
relates to your mouth,
jaws, and tongue. The
thyroid is associated
with your Throat
Chakra. The health of
your Throat Chakra will
be best, when you
speak in honesty to
yourself and others. Before you speak (even in your mind without using
words), THINK if what you say comes from a positive loving part in side of
you, will it leave a positive impact in this world? If you think it is almost
impossible to speak without negativity than read this book again. Count
how often you find negative words. Yes, it will take time and effort to train
your brain and mind to be and stay positive. And still, it is possible.
Your Throat Chakra is rules by the planet Saturn, which is the ruling over
Capricorn and Aquarius. With this aspect you always could feel in some
way lonely in Life. Your life lesson could be to learn to listen, speak and
learn.
Your Healing stone for your Throat Chakra could be a Blue Opal. There are
more stones… for this book we name only one.
RELFECTION:

Ask yourself questions like…. To feel if your Throat Chakra is out of
Balance.
• How important is it for me to show of my ego or let Divine energy
flow?
• Do I speak in truth?
• How is my physical hearing, speaking, testing, smelling?
• Do I have Thyroid problems?
• Problems in the mouth, teeth, gums area?
Now FUN TIME. Paint your Throat Chakra in nice Blue. A nice
vibrational Blue.

Affirmation: I AM taking responsibility of my Body, Mind and Soul. I always
do speak from the heart. Every day more and more.

Your 3th Eye
Chakra I
located on
your
forehead,
between your
eyebrows, it
is the Center
of YOUR
Intuition and
Mind. Its your
Wisdom
which is
programmed
in this
Chakra.
Wisdom of this and other life’s. The Sun is ruling your 3th Eye Chakra.
According to ancient wisdom the Sun is forming the Character. To grow in
any way, we need a healthy 3th Eye Chakra. When we learn to trust our
Visions, we are on a good healthy way of existence. Lease your Ego at
home in connection to your 3th Eye. Your 3th Eye Chakra is FREE of
egoistic thinking. What we “See” is what we “See”. Learn to trust your
Vision, your intuition. If you feel “ABOVE” others, your 3th Eye Chakra
could be out of Harmony and is not a positive energy you live with. It is very
important to keep this Chakra healthy. We need the 3th Eye Chakra to
separate fantasy or even being delusion from Really. Having trouble
remembering your dreams? That could be a sign that your 3th Eye Chakra
is out of Balance.
Your 3th Eye is needed to connect with your Physic abilities, your mystical
side and connect to the wisdom inside of you. Still, not everyone has to be
a Psychic or Medium. But everyone should be able to listen to the Inner
Voice.
Your Spiritual lesson could be to learn to understand the difference
between Really and Fantasy. Sometimes we need a real reality check to
move ion in our life’s. Be Openminded in anyway at any time of life.

Your Healing stone for your 3th Eye Chakra could be a Lapis. There are
more stones… for this book we name only one.
RELFECTION:
Ask yourself questions like…. To feel if your 3th Eye Chakra is out of
Balance.
•
•
•
•
•

Do you live in a fantasy world, disconnected from Realty?
AM I able to see the “Big Picture” of existence?
AM I open minded or closed minded?
Do I suffer from learning disabilities?
Do I suffer from Depression or Panic Attacks?

Now FUN TIME. Paint your 3the Eye Chakra in a nice deep Blue. A nice
vibrational Blue.

Affirmation: I AM taking responsibility of my Body, Mind and Soul. All the
Answers of All My Question lies WITHIN ME.

Your Crown
Chakra is located
at the top of your
Head. This
Chakra shines in
a perfect violet. A
Healing Color.
Your Crown
Chakra is the
connection
between “Here”
and the Divine
Energy around
us. At ancient
times it was not aloud for normal people to wear clothing in violet or purple.
Only Kings and the Pope had that right. Why? Because they know about
the connection and Healing energy.
The energy of the Moon, how rules the Moon Sign Cancer, influences the
Crown Chakra.
Your Crown Chakra is important, so you can connect with the Divine, the
formless Energy around you, surrounding you. When your Crown Chakra is
healthy you WILL understand the limitless of your Soul. That the life you
live right now is just a progress on your “Path of Traveling”. Does it really
matter as what we are born in this life? Does it really matter if you Man,
Woman, Child, TransGender, Tree, Fish, Dog… Or is the importance of our
existence hidden in HOW WE LIVE our life’s? What is connecting us with
the Divine Energy in and around us? What we ARE or what WE DO?
Your Spiritual lesson could be, to BE MORE spiritual and in living in the
NOW, so your NEXT will be more harmony.
Your Healing stone for your Crown Chakra could be a Diamond. There are
more stones… for this book we name only one.
RELFECTION:
Ask yourself questions like…. To feel if your Crown Chakra is out of
Balance.

• Do I know things “out of the Blue”?
• How do I live my Spiritual life? Is it just on the weekend or do I LIVE
what I preach?
• What kind of imprint will I leave on earth when I pass on? Negative,
positive, nothing at all?
• DO I trust in the flow of life?
Now FUN TIME. Paint your Crown Chakra in a nice Violet Blue. A
nice vibrational Violet.

Affirmation: I AM taking responsibility of my Body, Mind and Soul. I
connect with my higher self with every breath I take.

Thank You my BELOEVD for your time and your open mind to read and
work with my “Little Booklet”. I truly wish you do FEEL a better connection
to yourself and the Energy around you.
Knowing that our Life on Earth can be very challenging, I am aware that it
takes sometimes a little more effort to Heal ourselves. I also know from
own experiences, that EVERYTHING is possible. Everything you like to
accomplish. No matter what it is, no matter what you dream of.
Reading many books about Chakra Healing… there are so many
information’s out there which is hard to process. It does not matter where
you get your information from, what you read or what Healing Technique
you do. Everything that makes sense to you, that feels right to you, that
makes you feel good about you (so long you do not hurt another living
being) is the RIGHT technique for you.
Myself, I don’t necessary do all the physical movement to do or give
Healing Energy or working on my Chakras. Our Thoughts are Energy, so
THINKING to do something, THINKING to feel better or to move the
Energy in the right direction IS the work or healing. I would maybe advice a
beginner to still do the Healing exercise, so the procedure becomes a part
of you.
I see all Energy healing like the first time when you drove a car. First you
have to study the rules, then you learn to drive and then your subconscious
mind takes over and you DRIVE. Less thinking that you look left and right
over your shoulder’s when you turn. Driving becomes a automatically
procedure.
It’s our attention we put behind the energy. Energy Healing starts there
where we ACSEPT something has to change to be Better Than Yesterday.

NAMASTE my BeLOVED

Please visit me at my Facebook page where I share a lot of helpful
information. Every support of my work, is the support of someone around
you, or even a person you still have to meet yet. When you are interested
in my new Chakra book, where I will talk about the 13 Chakras … please
send a short email to spirituallifecoachingaurora@gmail.com . I will keep
you informed with inspirational Wisdom and when the New Book will be
released.
Here I like to invite you to see some of my publications:

Ancient European Healing Prayer/Mantras https://goo.gl/5E4UwN
And here at this PDF you can read a little from wisdom of the book
WISDOM OF THE WISE WOMEN. The PDF also include a FREE
download link to the music special
created for the book. Or watch the
video (https://goo.gl/bvAPXD)

Here you can follow me or learn more about me and my work. Because
LIFE is an experiment for our Soul, and life is constantly moving on and
changing, so do my Homepages … If you Homepage is BLOCKED, that
only means that I am working a better version. So please come back a little
later.
• AURorA Ute private on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/AURorAUte
• AURorA-Metaphysical Wisdom & Wellness Center on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/amwwc/
• Hypnosis with AURorA - http://www.mesmerizeaurora.com/
• Hypnosis on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/mesmerizeAURorA/
• AURorA Wellness on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/WellnessWithAurora/
• Homepage of AURorA – www.AURorADefinitelyDifferentSolutions.com
• Metaphysical & Spiritual Life Coaching - https://goo.gl/WQnFFg

